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Name: ST GILES' HOUSE

District: Dorset (Unitary Authority)

Parish: Edmondsham

District: Dorset (Unitary Authority)

Parish: Gussage All Saints

District: Dorset (Unitary Authority)

Parish: Gussage St. Michael

District: Dorset (Unitary Authority)

Parish: Wimborne St. Giles

label.localisation: Latitude: 50.916908

Longitude: -1.9674011

National Grid Reference: SU0238813050

Map: Download a full scale map (PDF)

label.localisation: [50.8989132514327,-1.96586365823835], [50.8989165501976,-1.96542753168504],

[50.8989286615846,-1.96454669963931], [50.8989238393093,-1.96394726353108],

[50.8989260825529,-1.96379971189107], [50.8989237640532,-1.96370258182762],

[50.8989173597716,-1.96366796132639], [50.8989344418013,-1.96365657221128],

[50.8989389353605,-1.96364803679832], [50.8989443237612,-1.96362528078907],

[50.8989447093362,-1.96359848023968], [50.8989452040734,-1.96356413452468],

[50.8989424829833,-1.9634887711503], [50.8989433539341,-1.96339776309754],

[50.8989469154306,-1.96328400109631], [50.8989562326149,-1.96317236755627],

[50.8989645740433,-1.96307513239598], [50.8989647033432,-1.96296871476064],

[50.8989760807229,-1.96290088677254], [50.8989828431588,-1.96286434336705],

[50.8990019375812,-1.96283010378408], [50.8990356816488,-1.96276507496504],

[50.8991788102201,-1.96247163911441], [50.8993221204754,-1.96217782733161],

[50.8995344140138,-1.9617200415059], [50.8995791427998,-1.96161989845381],

[50.8997801432109,-1.96118909111654], [50.8999146741949,-1.96093207794388],

[50.9000105455112,-1.96075337798583], [50.9000584365376,-1.96069220517899],

[50.9000997882091,-1.96065235388572], [50.9001433451494,-1.96060280813916],

[50.9001884132302,-1.96055993318824], [50.9003492769202,-1.96039586623762],

[50.90051013221,-1.96023424406844], [50.9005580818717,-1.96018770281042],

[50.9006016371631,-1.96012593370461], [50.9006694504462,-1.960016994619],

[50.9007532738743,-1.9598796362026], [50.9010451938902,-1.95938229370381],
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[50.9011890078131,-1.95914482781015], [50.901230765163,-1.95908361448713],

[50.9013575892614,-1.95894158209038], [50.9014534883866,-1.95885096952874],

[50.9015660440964,-1.95878357433611], [50.9017474211634,-1.95871857285411],

[50.901769098241,-1.95870840018451], [50.9020010063972,-1.95869255347079],

[50.9021036277415,-1.95869055908007], [50.9022363483303,-1.95869857533212],

[50.9022920506084,-1.95870831036463], [50.902350861277,-1.95873517892283],

[50.9023984953414,-1.95876473089733], [50.9024335791135,-1.95880309671601],

[50.9024715819933,-1.95885741597203], [50.9025479455859,-1.95896351598817],

[50.9025684405844,-1.95899055355484], [50.9025520980239,-1.9590066091081],

[50.9025487577269,-1.9590205770451], [50.9025622552289,-1.95904616308284],

[50.9025712595037,-1.95908028565371], [50.9025712664344,-1.95910019505857],

[50.9026000983637,-1.95910689650387], [50.9026155644159,-1.95910443702865],

[50.9026294851018,-1.95907995052832], [50.9026467914326,-1.9590684164223],

[50.9026681677893,-1.95907257878652], [50.9026850230818,-1.95910862866915],

[50.9027173000247,-1.95916714723083], [50.9027672557032,-1.95925600113531],

[50.90277914121,-1.95927493329638], [50.9028190141429,-1.9593808458098],

[50.9028214671081,-1.95942724708648], [50.9028222853237,-1.95947911067423],

[50.9028276867727,-1.95952266520261], [50.9028323344283,-1.95954468966349],

[50.9028462678423,-1.95955690780703], [50.9028972231892,-1.95956991892942],

[50.9029298186189,-1.9595641739967], [50.9029700682214,-1.95961553452384],

[50.9029886158864,-1.95957881383517], [50.9030133884842,-1.95960080685505],

[50.9030443363299,-1.95961547069917], [50.9030721857463,-1.95961544676581],

[50.9030892058045,-1.95960807979642], [50.9031073823207,-1.95959035881491],

[50.9031124193575,-1.95962030427298], [50.9031263563717,-1.95966922736669],

[50.9030089006471,-1.96004615996691], [50.9029520548405,-1.96021988092414],

[50.9028783610125,-1.96042675651061], [50.9027275659819,-1.96085143886551],

[50.9025219653144,-1.96142663594842], [50.9024091264695,-1.96174971494538],

[50.9022211099458,-1.96226716173065], [50.9020100455392,-1.96285606522803],

[50.9017900000055,-1.96348791568269], [50.9017462597231,-1.96361429679616],

[50.9017291066774,-1.96368683589779], [50.9017160863598,-1.96374728412652],

[50.9017335570066,-1.96378598523588], [50.9017991451117,-1.96393920052902],

[50.9018546379618,-1.96410355599367], [50.9018976207403,-1.96426321711133],

[50.9019251649491,-1.96439541132758], [50.9019471592285,-1.96453165997395],

[50.9019604265895,-1.96462420476456], [50.9019850975744,-1.96479628952756],

[50.9020041171982,-1.96493721514347], [50.9021071437989,-1.96593169169342],

[50.9022266153308,-1.96709632554924], [50.9022467722495,-1.96724312811832],

[50.9022518010396,-1.96725047682901], [50.902266998688,-1.96725231497319],

[50.9022840857266,-1.96725770703404], [50.9022965835621,-1.96725200997025],

[50.9023315641055,-1.96725255446872], [50.9023755377081,-1.96725551027217],

[50.9024108777458,-1.96726503221527], [50.9024976634932,-1.96728841799317],

[50.9025481660631,-1.96729639358302], [50.9026154032502,-1.96730359105202],
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[50.9027664887958,-1.96730984006732], [50.9029389737902,-1.96730086477515],

[50.9030463287035,-1.96727890668078], [50.9032694986782,-1.96719348108992],

[50.9033174572382,-1.9671689729147], [50.9034334766314,-1.96707102119947],

[50.9035123669938,-1.9670073399304], [50.9035485751244,-1.96689945874539],

[50.9035709641252,-1.96685705068858], [50.9035943367142,-1.96683001372138],

[50.9036531161018,-1.96681637669211], [50.9036722959604,-1.96681317758661],

[50.903679420896,-1.96682369635738], [50.9037351555227,-1.96695089559143],

[50.9038449172981,-1.96719774175502], [50.9039317079802,-1.967391095446],

[50.9039795107886,-1.96750231804603], [50.9040186410764,-1.9675933637616],

[50.9041587031131,-1.96791925092333], [50.9043174576407,-1.96828863538669],

[50.9044686725142,-1.9686371387165], [50.9045952745428,-1.96892559548697],

[50.904694680159,-1.969152089367], [50.9048119772834,-1.96941935185093],

[50.9048917901752,-1.96943699040956], [50.9049323663619,-1.9687612557035],

[50.9049697562226,-1.968121996474], [50.9050471493594,-1.96677629091834],

[50.9051236493825,-1.9653787758563], [50.9051742437392,-1.96441305987249],

[50.905228132269,-1.96339002673196], [50.9052874713606,-1.96335584812678],

[50.9053155580282,-1.96316539575132], [50.9051427264054,-1.96317178873579],

[50.9050769967666,-1.9631867730788], [50.9050490181023,-1.96321628238672],

[50.9050137112544,-1.96325352264304], [50.9049802414923,-1.96319566631191],

[50.9049505465405,-1.96313154954207], [50.904830185389,-1.96328139837603],

[50.904502855654,-1.96263138572793], [50.9044192423073,-1.96245526114696],

[50.9045878278579,-1.9622471352936], [50.9046277533805,-1.96210528509529],

[50.904689512657,-1.96204820648286], [50.9047698719691,-1.96194730991384],

[50.9051244922406,-1.96152237455799], [50.90506662685,-1.96141446448624],

[50.9051368015261,-1.96132660155223], [50.9052048876767,-1.96134122243938],

[50.9052578187454,-1.96145654635825], [50.9052798420121,-1.9614319245281],

[50.9053006296141,-1.96147827066678], [50.905381238738,-1.96164480947087],

[50.9055161422494,-1.9619235241026], [50.9057119964523,-1.96192379211588],

[50.9058758326177,-1.96218676667231], [50.9060700993317,-1.96195188361442],

[50.9062183971246,-1.96176864526543], [50.90639004507,-1.96150269754306],

[50.9065655764927,-1.96123486590539], [50.9065987632569,-1.96118422871073],

[50.9066360662563,-1.96111046124568], [50.9067194580649,-1.9609641104904],

[50.9069201541769,-1.96055623929137], [50.9070110620466,-1.96036994251237],

[50.9069121616688,-1.96029424507681], [50.9066171013919,-1.9600381996626],

[50.9064685127485,-1.95988415743281], [50.9062564549615,-1.9596494173214],

[50.9062678477,-1.95907550176646], [50.9061775899113,-1.95898681310792],

[50.9061355258565,-1.95894965194167], [50.9060395610892,-1.95890375585573],

[50.9060008872508,-1.95885921777168], [50.9058817008688,-1.95872718538636],

[50.9057890978738,-1.9586265139076], [50.9057606889621,-1.95859538283564],

[50.9057588739403,-1.95854845190487], [50.9057489783076,-1.95853708305535],

[50.9058181744057,-1.95840902401207], [50.9058325697632,-1.95843034426969],
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[50.9058463188453,-1.95840416361348], [50.9058811215729,-1.95841039048551],

[50.9059045893413,-1.95843932574922], [50.9059180064313,-1.95845586831942],

[50.9060041530453,-1.95850813640694], [50.9061969898581,-1.95861937074378],

[50.9063371425692,-1.95871434088947], [50.9064233971682,-1.95876461161158],

[50.9066115555762,-1.95887239325269], [50.9066405161138,-1.95888687459268],

[50.906673857976,-1.9589046075927], [50.9067301887818,-1.95894012965025],

[50.9067954821528,-1.95898300684934], [50.9069640461829,-1.95909921554177],

[50.9071360611466,-1.95922256029932], [50.9071648848111,-1.95923922243288],

[50.9071943039413,-1.95925119494001], [50.9072113894605,-1.95925118012146],

[50.9072375538791,-1.95924134395231], [50.9072592225021,-1.9592326494682],

[50.9072364344875,-1.9591252899021], [50.9072316627383,-1.95910865381327],

[50.9072283239244,-1.9590752340167], [50.9072226993045,-1.95900847743152],

[50.907220924397,-1.95890859489384], [50.9072219803031,-1.95880129430944],

[50.9072285647282,-1.95866359411109], [50.9072444019936,-1.95851016280686],

[50.9072476221165,-1.95846166146799], [50.9072697329302,-1.958284945176],

[50.9072929882013,-1.95811325959743], [50.9073300509757,-1.9578686543223],

[50.9073502409286,-1.95774916751712], [50.907357952418,-1.95768814620078],

[50.9073843396833,-1.95754859995894], [50.9074025080228,-1.95741229947069],

[50.9074275695284,-1.95723580839015], [50.9074445237547,-1.95710750891487],

[50.9074534557067,-1.95698895057053], [50.9074578238331,-1.95685305345951],

[50.9074488147317,-1.95680754975577], [50.9074353083766,-1.95675920571202],

[50.9074657623041,-1.95667711385316], [50.9074910008048,-1.95659559560767],

[50.9074714930263,-1.9565380125089], [50.9072364285131,-1.95635831631937],

[50.9070988038611,-1.9562475095922], [50.9071041786163,-1.95619203726804],

[50.9070385289493,-1.95617787614051], [50.907019644424,-1.95617647152636],

[50.9069550608842,-1.95612760693305], [50.9068676291287,-1.9560585681543],

[50.9069089931973,-1.95585473769129], [50.9069608176063,-1.95560054561889],

[50.9069720175232,-1.95554561258539], [50.9068955256921,-1.95549117082681],

[50.9068351629961,-1.95545207403112], [50.9068103967637,-1.95542517471396],

[50.906788423979,-1.95538991006387], [50.9067657784099,-1.95543003842373],

[50.9067513911435,-1.9554314743078], [50.9067342996866,-1.95541584602606],

[50.9067154173105,-1.9554201306354], [50.9066983312508,-1.95541872463],

[50.9066713470952,-1.95540026131477], [50.9066569517269,-1.95538036383378],

[50.9066488531823,-1.95536614927903], [50.9066434436976,-1.95532917657471],

[50.9066249328657,-1.95531259398258], [50.906599133002,-1.95528943771482],

[50.9065740889645,-1.95526751808637], [50.9065310008381,-1.95522915915532],

[50.9064104630107,-1.95512459885631], [50.9063035044441,-1.95503872252085],

[50.9062578694591,-1.95500234902903], [50.9061545397564,-1.9549155112004],

[50.9060321369046,-1.95481169105165], [50.905979680799,-1.95476746830454],

[50.9059514573752,-1.95487050571231], [50.9058845617921,-1.95482984383841],

[50.9056916369432,-1.95472123998022], [50.9056847033223,-1.95469664268175],
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[50.9056833422274,-1.95466492903302], [50.9056833837147,-1.95458610806814],

[50.9057185345752,-1.95438560691508], [50.9057311444499,-1.95433663979725],

[50.9057447701821,-1.95422697511999], [50.9057478992135,-1.95418003954958],

[50.9057684624423,-1.95410492741676], [50.9058000042023,-1.95401317184915],

[50.9058535930347,-1.95387463255716], [50.9059124690672,-1.95374482717173],

[50.906031363061,-1.95346335497734], [50.9063219661393,-1.95275584202071],

[50.9064949217635,-1.95233023206859], [50.9066027132968,-1.95206700980575],

[50.9066311161835,-1.95200426923368], [50.9066457095044,-1.95195707911005],

[50.9066577525396,-1.95194056896968], [50.9067264790986,-1.95178163579861],

[50.9067072976176,-1.95127889832506], [50.9067602110592,-1.95078632142373],

[50.9068100367085,-1.9503224742983], [50.906900055175,-1.9494844094566],

[50.907002963916,-1.94858750075289], [50.9070961596936,-1.94778011889073],

[50.9072245112447,-1.94668353649871], [50.9073001217083,-1.94603987052152],

[50.9073816369302,-1.94533121878912], [50.9074464290253,-1.94476714459559],

[50.9075775826333,-1.94365091663754], [50.9077070849116,-1.94254112013993],

[50.9078377738371,-1.94143555006896], [50.9079439525084,-1.9405246362114],

[50.9080790374292,-1.93935263066967], [50.9081800957889,-1.93846573482931],

[50.9081851869219,-1.93844107590731], [50.9081923718605,-1.93842399920645],

[50.9082040522367,-1.93840549432117], [50.9082211280343,-1.93838698233505],

[50.9083298834073,-1.93828728004808], [50.9084397172531,-1.93818658027838],

[50.908550986335,-1.93807933563665], [50.9084767548508,-1.93770865931263],

[50.9084396123257,-1.93750342109112], [50.908428433281,-1.93742638685809],

[50.9087190909664,-1.93740390786022], [50.9091188360731,-1.93737299367888],

[50.9093697697246,-1.93735358666815], [50.9097755627956,-1.93732220270048],

[50.9099190545297,-1.93731110442906], [50.9100943168138,-1.93729754989411],

[50.9101152449245,-1.9372978319647], [50.9101413273632,-1.93730633106103],

[50.9101892755367,-1.93732804711014], [50.9102240807409,-1.93735031272474],

[50.9102519669678,-1.93736876580375], [50.910268157793,-1.93737727818066],

[50.9103005341253,-1.93738434660469], [50.9103214449338,-1.93738422479478],

[50.9103535860737,-1.9373785863782], [50.9103931441477,-1.93736288779453],

[50.9104210128976,-1.93734862714994], [50.9104753161512,-1.93732859910773],

[50.9105426646607,-1.93731365267213], [50.9105975483186,-1.9373145606851],

[50.9106377153399,-1.93732273523893], [50.9106790893643,-1.93733974808518],

[50.9107267641232,-1.93736813133528], [50.91075015416,-1.93738659062992],

[50.910794970089,-1.93742313355164], [50.9108212234893,-1.93744196742465],

[50.9108842507497,-1.93742454338017], [50.9109192274175,-1.93741765657608],

[50.9109408098639,-1.93741905011377], [50.9109623930693,-1.9374218660083],

[50.9109884732183,-1.93742609825883], [50.9110073647837,-1.9374402966162],

[50.9110190670033,-1.93746303872878], [50.9110211042039,-1.93749419845943],

[50.9110250618278,-1.93759902811171], [50.911030450707,-1.93769833428323],

[50.9110358108326,-1.93779106068405], [50.9110471408199,-1.937909061628],
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[50.9110634346591,-1.93803761281906], [50.9110715495797,-1.93807885052761],

[50.9110814569547,-1.93810870700267], [50.9110922583063,-1.93812860578697],

[50.9111561198855,-1.93815839109877], [50.9112199769579,-1.93817964231159],

[50.9113036059925,-1.93817953200906], [50.9113566527215,-1.9381638159886],

[50.9113854178006,-1.93814386486686], [50.9114105814252,-1.93811538425377],

[50.9114375345036,-1.93806983279381], [50.911465371763,-1.93799583267455],

[50.9114860060433,-1.9379047735371], [50.9115343418913,-1.93748510917503],

[50.9116386084355,-1.93746647350674], [50.9117050693885,-1.93745318799707],

[50.9118436475045,-1.93742495650279], [50.9118715230871,-1.93742349690049],

[50.9119281780428,-1.93742911079969], [50.9119776436564,-1.93744326863485],

[50.9120046260718,-1.93745318933794], [50.912044568483,-1.93747695110066],

[50.9120792832044,-1.93749149424998], [50.9121224511193,-1.93749997102685],

[50.9121653727737,-1.93749857104926], [50.9122159679534,-1.93749273434303],

[50.9122852099426,-1.93749406439075], [50.9124390014071,-1.9375351089251],

[50.9124731799792,-1.93754928739729], [50.9125685255749,-1.93759894454021],

[50.9126764687803,-1.93766423162277], [50.9127205328908,-1.93766701783504],

[50.9127841796377,-1.93766124353624], [50.912859914577,-1.93766683245629],

[50.9129079633025,-1.93767487489869], [50.9129507473082,-1.93768520307023],

[50.9130271899818,-1.93769932562483], [50.9130777331868,-1.9376955174691],

[50.9131299138567,-1.93768654657883], [50.9131926396971,-1.93768061416852],

[50.913237602284,-1.93768197680606], [50.9133002169275,-1.93768847227541],

[50.91335981912,-1.93770172830764], [50.9134153018652,-1.93768444313605],

[50.9135328716144,-1.93764023399874], [50.9137494223959,-1.93753225280548],

[50.9138098222741,-1.93763007907089], [50.9138653934067,-1.9377452942839],

[50.913945015244,-1.93798928049927], [50.9139934069071,-1.93811546876928],

[50.9140592680689,-1.93827098797801], [50.9141368600611,-1.93843086625755],

[50.9142205961075,-1.93863844049763], [50.9142828631178,-1.93881961707529],

[50.9143087026974,-1.9388972382014], [50.9143381599658,-1.93899754008602],

[50.9143552129616,-1.93907339190439], [50.9143629858925,-1.93913212940592],

[50.914364569397,-1.93920310811538], [50.9143584078912,-1.9392691893772],

[50.9143458606543,-1.93938877759493], [50.9143434232322,-1.93945398487229],

[50.9143446104141,-1.939506629992], [50.9143547118464,-1.93954732775791],

[50.9143787120896,-1.93963385353437], [50.9144190030817,-1.93974883613569],

[50.9144453534878,-1.93984180287422], [50.914484478073,-1.94007656161782],

[50.914505873748,-1.94019661587614], [50.9145245252339,-1.94035812721688],

[50.9145348628999,-1.9404927504154], [50.9145509570629,-1.9406126438598],

[50.9145866391734,-1.94079127473168], [50.914626961927,-1.94098947319539],

[50.914664208549,-1.94120480239204], [50.9147060454845,-1.94133937253784],

[50.9147261944358,-1.94140543533778], [50.9147510473004,-1.94158162010443],

[50.9147650295783,-1.94170642463563], [50.9147774363857,-1.94175537072147],

[50.9147991264359,-1.94182877185248], [50.9148254672061,-1.94188747312861],
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[50.9148641821399,-1.94196574663378], [50.9148947269375,-1.94207756809533],

[50.9149385998343,-1.9422691543526], [50.9149649614598,-1.94238905105306],

[50.9149833054632,-1.94246146114476], [50.9149866817029,-1.9425065069167],

[50.9149952624625,-1.94263925640005], [50.9149865134284,-1.94269372245296],

[50.9149651543191,-1.94278310581823], [50.9149294531925,-1.94285398876688],

[50.9149172439069,-1.94289575335132], [50.9149223938825,-1.9429457471528],

[50.9149536456,-1.94306901379568], [50.91498511184,-1.94318987635396],

[50.9150672289653,-1.94350023346522], [50.9151031660213,-1.94361975978813],

[50.9151332111652,-1.9437299334229], [50.9151803189742,-1.94392794370747],

[50.9152004504888,-1.94409250122615], [50.9152238936001,-1.94422476450813],

[50.9152592350786,-1.94422785193882], [50.9153029304611,-1.9442120103362],

[50.9156448568359,-1.94407903793712], [50.9160756352534,-1.94392060960806],

[50.9162417768947,-1.9438595072165], [50.9163537052367,-1.94381138444558],

[50.916449155973,-1.94376895281119], [50.9165425448263,-1.94373044538383],

[50.9168411483516,-1.94359808847428], [50.9170383423541,-1.94350172866444],

[50.9172560443504,-1.94338691701248], [50.9173736269297,-1.94332400775606],

[50.9175207866025,-1.94324135144201], [50.9175932528406,-1.94319936223754],

[50.9176975281202,-1.94313029000906], [50.9177819236027,-1.94306609114031],

[50.9178660038148,-1.94300086106152], [50.9180744752911,-1.94310394187649],

[50.9181725039423,-1.94312843346595], [50.9183591061181,-1.94324690731901],

[50.9184772354992,-1.94332190811828], [50.9186631512188,-1.94343824192365],

[50.9191441567402,-1.94374580367402], [50.919344565231,-1.94388140271193],

[50.919540077329,-1.94401158574154], [50.920070832908,-1.94436001219827],

[50.9202679684796,-1.94448641880272], [50.9205171834547,-1.94465536186347],

[50.9208296007721,-1.94496555485058], [50.9211920113312,-1.94531852448633],

[50.9212751765844,-1.94540610099962], [50.9213319017166,-1.94544569051879],

[50.9213462943123,-1.94545605928391], [50.9214069705555,-1.94554770000596],

[50.9214618928909,-1.9456343284351], [50.9215733750402,-1.94579820570569],

[50.921754532068,-1.94608441131238], [50.9218216961164,-1.9461845837528],

[50.9218838767065,-1.94627732152527], [50.9218700390948,-1.94630052721276],

[50.9219017144356,-1.94634914693084], [50.9219158217624,-1.94632579866417],

[50.9220824389018,-1.94658886349261], [50.922235371573,-1.94683362133348],

[50.9222692956799,-1.94688423102801], [50.9223731551705,-1.94707831251536],

[50.9223828590842,-1.94706094456528], [50.92240355497,-1.94709079800909],

[50.9223889088477,-1.94711613868311], [50.9224729808553,-1.9472414697435],

[50.9225580145438,-1.94732189091149], [50.9226470284157,-1.94740280870255],

[50.9226817626684,-1.94745583696276], [50.9227107570842,-1.94734828138606],

[50.9227314461381,-1.94724890282987], [50.9227591328241,-1.94703552258874],

[50.9227659879939,-1.946982404843], [50.9227803609716,-1.94694966610371],

[50.9227947410176,-1.94693257722587], [50.9228199151018,-1.94692258970616],

[50.9228558903029,-1.94693535345125], [50.9230019233921,-1.94709847984272],
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[50.9232497735426,-1.94739481970647], [50.9235629678236,-1.94778638925572],

[50.9237347562734,-1.9479956403768], [50.9239417842552,-1.94825330024732],

[50.9242359202928,-1.94861284885081], [50.9244588456047,-1.94889168048485],

[50.9247436852587,-1.94923899704978], [50.9249848825032,-1.94953894338155],

[50.9250386134844,-1.94960771993308], [50.9251864450931,-1.94981136153593],

[50.9253226876842,-1.94999972174264], [50.9254444213149,-1.95019987922813],

[50.9255344017619,-1.95033423834924], [50.9255657731764,-1.95039117410695],

[50.9257453741999,-1.95068230389624], [50.9258073116832,-1.95078506517697],

[50.9259404646374,-1.95100770953196], [50.9260147865097,-1.95113737843245],

[50.9260482335344,-1.95121299473642], [50.9260922227882,-1.95129642569739],

[50.9261727432246,-1.95145547029801], [50.9262201281853,-1.95155287031064],

[50.9262594653055,-1.95165123210866], [50.9263570308691,-1.95186657582676],

[50.9264220836875,-1.9520256381346], [50.9264460631716,-1.95210611724911],

[50.9265041796937,-1.95225813001484], [50.9266048761905,-1.95254690539224],

[50.9266776920381,-1.95278185571987], [50.9266962827336,-1.95285773108974],

[50.9267053735998,-1.95292398344886], [50.9267063075935,-1.95301077553915],

[50.9267103460367,-1.95319312223773], [50.9267062593049,-1.95333169351806],

[50.9266950121127,-1.95355056821275], [50.9266626015307,-1.9539103357228],

[50.9265529070545,-1.95394146122295], [50.9264315176082,-1.95396007716268],

[50.9264345493888,-1.95389476637191], [50.9263487612144,-1.95389186274625],

[50.926213323129,-1.95384892420376], [50.9260904338867,-1.95379921517005],

[50.9259936012962,-1.95375974774159], [50.925762034806,-1.95372568631284],

[50.9255219300114,-1.95361402984787], [50.9255182497769,-1.95379053470644],

[50.9255128434726,-1.95392990899338], [50.925508214696,-1.95427172273458],

[50.9255230692244,-1.95471987616096], [50.9255335225769,-1.95481495184643],

[50.9255707205978,-1.95499363416811], [50.9256278694708,-1.95523780217051],

[50.9256632447933,-1.95536859389354], [50.9257101747402,-1.95551494462478],

[50.925821692963,-1.95583554017288], [50.9258905103032,-1.95603390925295],

[50.925929686832,-1.95616023824703], [50.9259802028813,-1.95633816236767],

[50.9260308838642,-1.95653970404192], [50.9260881774561,-1.95679251840707],

[50.9261377755166,-1.95702749401527], [50.9261610940668,-1.95716673542866],

[50.9262029217755,-1.95746320180119], [50.9262355506491,-1.95772519915697],

[50.9262950798445,-1.95816951196138], [50.9263382451604,-1.95845663236125],

[50.926414026548,-1.9589715904665], [50.9264484444478,-1.95920834895167],

[50.9264842611389,-1.95940881303737], [50.9265751113304,-1.95988166551705],

[50.9266510654614,-1.96029289947903], [50.9266631533614,-1.96035264833495],

[50.9266684687279,-1.9603819542551], [50.926678018689,-1.96041156821293],

[50.9267409620108,-1.960748188392], [50.9267812598122,-1.96094645574996],

[50.9268912558772,-1.96138703271512], [50.9270136533883,-1.96189125980286],

[50.9271329443877,-1.96236121557857], [50.9271952446921,-1.96259077118995],

[50.9272169111354,-1.96257467570789], [50.9272412121874,-1.96264295328201],
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[50.9273191703482,-1.96260013733552], [50.9276218990132,-1.96243182472848],

[50.9281571567508,-1.96214250916786], [50.9285521241228,-1.96192540172961],

[50.9287095767432,-1.96183725791452], [50.9290837952039,-1.96162760835601],

[50.9293151871521,-1.96149822705547], [50.9294674492424,-1.96142164015895],

[50.9295904979402,-1.96135903000551], [50.9296345543458,-1.96134049571945],

[50.9298951683297,-1.96123549917938], [50.9300243732316,-1.96117879944494],

[50.9302981048048,-1.96108381917242], [50.9304034180183,-1.96106830712487],

[50.9307540601737,-1.96100604508353], [50.930873014794,-1.96098522937376],

[50.9311708149439,-1.96095749010608], [50.9314310993376,-1.96096050385093],

[50.9316071478302,-1.96097672181963], [50.9320605194083,-1.96104489093166],

[50.9322415523171,-1.96106923066365], [50.932391646623,-1.96110583410519],

[50.9328099984926,-1.96122094451569], [50.9331891316741,-1.96132436348022],

[50.9339464128856,-1.96153626907137], [50.9340561642408,-1.96156881422073],

[50.9341338458723,-1.96160034121999], [50.9344410873118,-1.96172503715024],

[50.934452805108,-1.96181041196934], [50.934458227284,-1.96189294579391],

[50.9344538639368,-1.96200329725145], [50.9344218938077,-1.96244387629418],

[50.9343973580255,-1.96289948075785], [50.9343696955406,-1.96342704330747],

[50.9343383895126,-1.96398637804926], [50.9343520767539,-1.96404812878395],

[50.9343153826997,-1.96432907346089], [50.9342579021308,-1.9646936783779],

[50.934212796622,-1.96497977405395], [50.9341475336769,-1.96526449231996],

[50.9340140549772,-1.96586065366338], [50.9339835756156,-1.96587675636504],

[50.9338861506636,-1.96581737468753], [50.9337762429974,-1.96575038475473],

[50.9336947093051,-1.96607590844592], [50.9338345088147,-1.9661699767127],

[50.934214150406,-1.96642543544731], [50.9344333662623,-1.96657294537271],

[50.9345442925752,-1.96666003698448], [50.934703328485,-1.96674625678251],

[50.9350243475834,-1.96692116655265], [50.9352311302681,-1.96705364794867],

[50.9356102677197,-1.96728845122812], [50.935893473303,-1.96748659395017],

[50.9361765969222,-1.96768224866508], [50.9361748054829,-1.96770786615329],

[50.9360553302767,-1.96815907780287], [50.9361056569974,-1.96827982419447],

[50.9361397276566,-1.96837529285175], [50.9361645085007,-1.96846832010216],

[50.9361813307772,-1.96856031389043], [50.9362682763694,-1.9688600519533],

[50.9363859797117,-1.96928114987809], [50.9365114356925,-1.96978305057698],

[50.9366154200826,-1.97017370227521], [50.9367291689988,-1.97062986680826],

[50.9368180856695,-1.97097291591198], [50.9368877882906,-1.97127896340082],

[50.9369750676376,-1.97170178486499], [50.9370752305379,-1.97220446762056],

[50.9371356471256,-1.97253746437764], [50.9371526237856,-1.97264981257897],

[50.9372282191677,-1.9729087833345], [50.9372131021224,-1.97294390131632],

[50.9372022843342,-1.97298308703658], [50.9371905642943,-1.97300913752231],

[50.9370412465222,-1.97313493579947], [50.9370142585082,-1.97315767322414],

[50.9369471646361,-1.97324358711995], [50.9368505367261,-1.97336731909731],

[50.936760411867,-1.9734827229368], [50.9366869484905,-1.97358473519596],
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[50.9364582713127,-1.97391891142006], [50.9363513412828,-1.97407228876686],

[50.9363023202095,-1.97415310821684], [50.9362213882245,-1.9742969111931],

[50.9362181804952,-1.97434161477532], [50.9362157061375,-1.97439282733379],

[50.9363311185264,-1.97440643235065], [50.9363039860039,-1.97451887430369],

[50.9362884160739,-1.97463715326789], [50.9362814903097,-1.97472160260144],

[50.9362812643603,-1.97480458250551], [50.9362930441264,-1.97498122635984],

[50.9363043423486,-1.97515271029031], [50.9363151463156,-1.97535277527515],

[50.9363331537275,-1.97552259225406], [50.9363653770232,-1.97567129272953],

[50.9363811159252,-1.97578754877073], [50.9364189420745,-1.97604272409606],

[50.9364759335223,-1.97638115353515], [50.9365324306305,-1.97671664953833],

[50.9365729982266,-1.97695755957642], [50.9363068116196,-1.97736706557875],

[50.9359792101439,-1.97787104398983], [50.9357837501732,-1.97817173419195],

[50.935687151261,-1.97832033594093], [50.9357852123136,-1.97849553452153],

[50.9358948663489,-1.97869749173667], [50.9359705034199,-1.97883679805108],

[50.9361392279185,-1.97910709896584], [50.9362587269459,-1.9792904887128],

[50.9363383906571,-1.97940730843996], [50.9364155737323,-1.97953202660477],

[50.9365361623817,-1.97971789004744], [50.9367099367801,-1.97998855819128],

[50.9368332501461,-1.98017366146186], [50.9369122494804,-1.98027517845886],

[50.9369644085736,-1.98029650393255], [50.93698689296,-1.98031784181121],

[50.9370156785872,-1.98037902531771], [50.9370889122435,-1.98053205362606],

[50.9371198802297,-1.98058794806175], [50.937153306263,-1.98065221398739],

[50.9371740018572,-1.98073332540074], [50.9371973987818,-1.98083720629486],

[50.937211834244,-1.98093233991287], [50.9372235070237,-1.98102647564171],

[50.9372348167432,-1.98121303284679], [50.9372386216498,-1.98144284001315],

[50.9372337831253,-1.98152500364977], [50.9372192563691,-1.98160824409645],

[50.9371799477913,-1.98173948574845], [50.937110345534,-1.98193449323367],

[50.9370366373047,-1.98212522369301], [50.936982703394,-1.98225902016211],

[50.9369262473516,-1.98236506586819], [50.9368692568213,-1.98250597860555],

[50.9367963509164,-1.98265529338237], [50.9367428505217,-1.98277529244594],

[50.9366147640011,-1.98305839279579], [50.9365332707602,-1.98321515478649],

[50.936495674081,-1.98328718870609], [50.9364149809014,-1.98346367708199],

[50.9363281682365,-1.98362760499048], [50.9362915592023,-1.9837035885268],

[50.9362297734925,-1.98383316840643], [50.9361676107393,-1.98394189644089],

[50.9360291565261,-1.98416877884274], [50.9359592642376,-1.98428197711706],

[50.9358881063005,-1.98439961416896], [50.9357772835087,-1.98457611380676],

[50.9356350128807,-1.98480514681163], [50.9354602682084,-1.98505908869886],

[50.9354088807847,-1.98513231065975], [50.9353776656006,-1.98520373164354],

[50.935361614047,-1.98524529260384], [50.9353282575724,-1.98528643054424],

[50.9353136869382,-1.98526181544517], [50.9353030308963,-1.98527534815217],

[50.9352952560656,-1.98528942927644], [50.9352994880351,-1.98533454019189],

[50.9353042603318,-1.98538619720353], [50.935280164554,-1.98541623198644],
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[50.9350963447553,-1.98561371261904], [50.9349274409935,-1.98579516612423],

[50.9348062278384,-1.98593874595202], [50.9347018440307,-1.98606238986533],

[50.9345901649238,-1.98618877192165], [50.9344465029381,-1.98632568904438],

[50.9342875127205,-1.98648084487595], [50.9341147079735,-1.98664947993128],

[50.9339878111008,-1.98677331452086], [50.9338566028781,-1.98690270807449],

[50.9337877077356,-1.98698176336732], [50.9335069036093,-1.98722816906081],

[50.9332790295446,-1.98741362769757], [50.9331928280204,-1.98748153774833],

[50.9330337513082,-1.9876068573685], [50.9328732600765,-1.98773329214892],

[50.9326384601335,-1.98791826372567], [50.9325022423633,-1.98802557351773],

[50.9323493692792,-1.98814600269645], [50.9320445578581,-1.98838612276681],

[50.931691639592,-1.98866413395688], [50.9312687140372,-1.98899728890665],

[50.930886284374,-1.9892985373113], [50.9306327224384,-1.9894982703801],

[50.9301282712005,-1.98987957129002], [50.9298513154448,-1.99008891185813],

[50.929499775927,-1.99035462126421], [50.9291808194553,-1.9905960809928],

[50.9290768629892,-1.99053320879468], [50.9281323437734,-1.99130919479236],

[50.9275471767042,-1.99178577146999], [50.9271965813254,-1.99202942337197],

[50.9261519011865,-1.99275739230396], [50.9251526064022,-1.99345703180891],

[50.9247672151127,-1.9937362880606], [50.9245938994577,-1.99386554214839],

[50.9243412655282,-1.99404652109384], [50.924164061444,-1.99414273258247],

[50.9240518991082,-1.9942036285785], [50.9239368039655,-1.99429519346654],

[50.9238545907917,-1.99436059973036], [50.9237338539213,-1.9944566518227],

[50.9236736046,-1.99450458376799], [50.9234742346224,-1.99463640712944],

[50.9234213763789,-1.99467135673031], [50.9232814943727,-1.99478516059138],

[50.9230554899421,-1.99496903052441], [50.9229702456345,-1.99504885396249],

[50.9228712379786,-1.99511624959053], [50.9223142210339,-1.99550167783667],

[50.9219745699631,-1.99573611140333], [50.9216413567349,-1.99596448467984],

[50.9214375279103,-1.99610862389203], [50.9213167713945,-1.99619896583804],

[50.9211641740972,-1.99630069812002], [50.9210779955516,-1.99635304856712],

[50.9210041920928,-1.9960407510415], [50.9209563464761,-1.99584773813637],

[50.9209111396618,-1.99567664289133], [50.9208461576041,-1.99543456484206],

[50.9208256155144,-1.99536342961398], [50.9208006723694,-1.99538382288366],

[50.9205935496395,-1.99555881961046], [50.920299992747,-1.99580669271401],

[50.920176982557,-1.9959123054353], [50.9200987493739,-1.99597869198863],

[50.9199850599803,-1.99612526632114], [50.9197715709377,-1.99638003085806],

[50.9196071546766,-1.9965762319226], [50.9194471301478,-1.99674488096272],

[50.9192024713792,-1.99700272149921], [50.9190195899625,-1.99719545494361],

[50.9189139509537,-1.99730678331374], [50.9188230697199,-1.99735435538467],

[50.9187571257218,-1.99738375380802], [50.9187305983799,-1.99739015681374],

[50.9186704103629,-1.99737361794542], [50.9185779072055,-1.99734819812344],

[50.9184450884802,-1.99727494181506], [50.9183183841354,-1.99718433010836],

[50.9182422834515,-1.99709842760929], [50.9181471606538,-1.99699105414704],
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[50.9179780104859,-1.99679775955771], [50.9179126373831,-1.99671106382779],

[50.9178859326412,-1.99663793136651], [50.9178749618627,-1.99660069071053],

[50.9178633882998,-1.99655300989573], [50.9178512290757,-1.99649669985747],

[50.9178324168133,-1.99639255512067], [50.9178003987892,-1.99621530725945],

[50.9177919438934,-1.99614716705446], [50.9177886122346,-1.99600405732559],

[50.9178088994289,-1.99590590582585], [50.9178368935356,-1.99577046813904],

[50.9178376097394,-1.99567771677777], [50.9177192663015,-1.99556634043466],

[50.917700917823,-1.99545424420464], [50.9176918386416,-1.99529657258707],

[50.9176850385638,-1.99517847646189], [50.9176669788371,-1.99473030045927],

[50.9176691415568,-1.99462773928233], [50.9177106775889,-1.99443270147427],

[50.9177110784399,-1.99431067831944], [50.9177062941562,-1.99418844808478],

[50.91764634634,-1.99352320919241], [50.9176238429323,-1.99327432118819],

[50.9176034251365,-1.99318228445945], [50.9175751447087,-1.99303367380097],

[50.9175401037762,-1.99291826679278], [50.9174926159288,-1.99277985908547],

[50.9173704867113,-1.9925226927409], [50.9170798078175,-1.99189798529611],

[50.9166175320133,-1.99090452759104], [50.9164905014493,-1.9905217018156],

[50.9164621986643,-1.99045091407286], [50.9164158206008,-1.99032814679568],

[50.9163727325324,-1.99021416742727], [50.9163209308936,-1.99010193976769],

[50.9162936486752,-1.99004424945597], [50.9162411995734,-1.98997677612768],

[50.9161390705147,-1.9898372772937], [50.9160524110992,-1.98973204404582],

[50.9159508573525,-1.98960401302729], [50.9156980798479,-1.98928476343272],

[50.9154794187878,-1.98900768068252], [50.9153605617051,-1.98885692686264],

[50.9152866986015,-1.98876304563488], [50.9151967248217,-1.98864207444421],

[50.9151529143283,-1.98857941732064], [50.9151169516196,-1.98852798466414],

[50.9150575052718,-1.98845744387248], [50.9149693935469,-1.98838319898477],

[50.9148810376025,-1.98831326169403], [50.9146922341884,-1.98817080485204],

[50.9146313343355,-1.98812618289061], [50.9145352958056,-1.98805379618551],

[50.9144394643365,-1.98797528602568], [50.9143354767523,-1.98788809272143],

[50.9142403041772,-1.98780829005684], [50.9142427306633,-1.98779406487301],

[50.9141899379679,-1.98777366046557], [50.9140941384033,-1.98773617069747],

[50.9139000350683,-1.98765453095653], [50.9135960697732,-1.98752689474239],

[50.9132992160643,-1.98740469767406], [50.9129357309581,-1.98725277436432],

[50.9128382410587,-1.98721080794575], [50.9128187207445,-1.98714694684207],

[50.9127676641958,-1.98692681968924], [50.912727405062,-1.98675324833391],

[50.9126875694862,-1.98675894905051], [50.9126927013053,-1.98681456382043],

[50.9126955686496,-1.98687680907612], [50.9126944102277,-1.9869158445703],

[50.9126887623821,-1.98697572385108], [50.9126811833663,-1.98700644284057],

[50.9126703361551,-1.98705040533193], [50.9126525512868,-1.98709413356219],

[50.9126151334416,-1.98714700175464], [50.9125994889508,-1.98716777310604],

[50.9125460840523,-1.98717522666313], [50.9123695541418,-1.98716925742131],

[50.9122230136822,-1.98717900472086], [50.9121391530036,-1.98718267571831],
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[50.9120896420511,-1.98719248930667], [50.911998550861,-1.98722371955639],

[50.9118891431455,-1.98728068694243], [50.9117511877282,-1.9873840184449],

[50.9115798932576,-1.98751565908476], [50.9114088951879,-1.98764542684247],

[50.9113269005512,-1.98771153127548], [50.9111721842913,-1.9878633087938],

[50.9109865377398,-1.98805180410986], [50.9108442023202,-1.98819134410019],

[50.9108043334818,-1.98823444267931], [50.9106833067023,-1.98837018724618],

[50.9105919127338,-1.98847269515358], [50.9104096163533,-1.98867715777967],

[50.9102102925196,-1.98890071617225], [50.9100799411475,-1.98905053479319],

[50.9098509697504,-1.9893662859124], [50.9095848721691,-1.98973098376799],

[50.9093520258887,-1.99005749586977], [50.9091883769397,-1.99026262294922],

[50.9090882683856,-1.99038524830641], [50.9089435942424,-1.9905518280138],

[50.9088206054164,-1.99066600529491], [50.9086458184928,-1.99083789689028],

[50.9084694072039,-1.99100867243392], [50.9082779346748,-1.99119652527559],

[50.9081182793417,-1.99136858084566], [50.9079816777589,-1.99151852207365],

[50.9078160229003,-1.99170035168038], [50.9077178658475,-1.99180809320364],

[50.9076208245658,-1.9919146081034], [50.9074765669743,-1.99210446568827],

[50.9073601029877,-1.9922422520656], [50.9072285990586,-1.99239399801379],

[50.9071780568932,-1.99245801960983], [50.9070988941006,-1.99257168730727],

[50.9070038189327,-1.99272609696522], [50.90693776286,-1.99283449104947],

[50.9068798799652,-1.99292922309962], [50.9068345158384,-1.99300228827652],

[50.9067938677363,-1.99306776077832], [50.9067296239318,-1.9931712355745],

[50.9066740990422,-1.99325836892813], [50.9065409022982,-1.9934598991479],

[50.9064439425833,-1.99360747305917], [50.906317337401,-1.9938061304227],

[50.9062543685029,-1.9939005306909], [50.9061583238293,-1.99407027776758],

[50.9060625774884,-1.99424074659176], [50.9059686232561,-1.99437577176117],

[50.9058999604763,-1.99446263921534], [50.9058470070512,-1.99452317831561],

[50.9057789387188,-1.99461373728845], [50.905723234525,-1.99469694190781],

[50.905656776318,-1.99480227681954], [50.905557417283,-1.9949659815798],

[50.9054448701703,-1.99513941755604], [50.905316076123,-1.99533307200713],

[50.9052550616698,-1.99539903431614], [50.9051538782825,-1.99551676176735],

[50.9048893056832,-1.99581288174067], [50.904688121157,-1.99604258685283],

[50.9046293814593,-1.9961114298956], [50.9046092662514,-1.99613590687835],

[50.9046021086251,-1.99614604744925], [50.9045783143874,-1.99613346314588],

[50.9045698768799,-1.99610594354773], [50.9045551091784,-1.99597930266804],

[50.9045411739276,-1.99579577394837], [50.9045458046964,-1.99552904728863],

[50.9045671879247,-1.9952690031302], [50.9046030305799,-1.99501517212042],

[50.9046618178586,-1.99468236548777], [50.9047144393626,-1.99435722846929],

[50.9047434097724,-1.9941391358413], [50.9047643916912,-1.99395428283664],

[50.9047773494963,-1.99368367538809], [50.9047793901668,-1.99338448226915],

[50.9047851589815,-1.9931926381116], [50.9047809716548,-1.99307294903746],

[50.904769486137,-1.99294038900531], [50.9047652725583,-1.9928373336695],
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[50.9047616545839,-1.99266627590484], [50.9047793058773,-1.99265377237572],

[50.9049463020369,-1.9925278107767], [50.9049579719326,-1.99252099818663],

[50.9049696389912,-1.992511938559], [50.9049879821951,-1.99249159862803],

[50.9050002970702,-1.99247397739486], [50.9050275451605,-1.99243498990324],

[50.9051103908397,-1.9922744272675], [50.9051918157119,-1.99211710686537],

[50.9053641228891,-1.9919073347878], [50.9056674446755,-1.99156172466786],

[50.9059504869471,-1.99123183195151], [50.9062584319713,-1.99088076372546],

[50.9064413685809,-1.99067088778192], [50.9064765409422,-1.99063053542447],

[50.9065894497727,-1.99052205466773], [50.9066947082152,-1.99043028180651],

[50.9069561235585,-1.99019161149532], [50.9073365672551,-1.98982857798699],

[50.9074697621199,-1.98968852779022], [50.9075598499626,-1.98959925208878],

[50.9076583632191,-1.98950567329591], [50.9078569412564,-1.98932489444493],

[50.9080707104436,-1.98913102005177], [50.9082672957181,-1.98895611815161],

[50.9083692854842,-1.98885914648597], [50.9084549415701,-1.98876386932701],

[50.9084228611167,-1.98865759706944], [50.908401638617,-1.98865248190385],

[50.9083500398826,-1.98853452909683], [50.9082344512129,-1.98824120017391],

[50.9081332406995,-1.98798436310316], [50.9080688561685,-1.98779824849328],

[50.9079954366801,-1.98758602109555], [50.9079607454018,-1.9874525349177],

[50.9079427202696,-1.98738521108797], [50.9079615954066,-1.98730171914216],

[50.9079909200068,-1.98727220073738], [50.9080805940366,-1.9871819338542],

[50.9081885789754,-1.98707320626473], [50.908280901169,-1.98697530312299],

[50.9084190958067,-1.98681768964643], [50.9085026597992,-1.98670898288575],

[50.9085961956953,-1.98655556200113], [50.9085725419842,-1.98638791842787],

[50.9085564171103,-1.98627268113104], [50.9085370676087,-1.986135578681],

[50.9085632270427,-1.98606374575403], [50.9086012589144,-1.98601352797429],

[50.9086630224643,-1.98593972587048], [50.9087876347027,-1.98578375910913],

[50.908903655893,-1.98564667221499], [50.9089438792087,-1.98557570178301],

[50.9090583522382,-1.98535540993263], [50.9091186759594,-1.98523303086208],

[50.9092501631803,-1.98495155867545], [50.9093924730647,-1.98464315710883],

[50.9094543398519,-1.98449874414989], [50.9095084733379,-1.98435677973316],

[50.909516210934,-1.98432006730291], [50.9095053705915,-1.98428580738731],

[50.9094527420689,-1.98411207537078], [50.9094140367939,-1.98396280275217],

[50.909352112229,-1.98367649899153], [50.9093313116719,-1.9836026457619],

[50.9093220202118,-1.98342402151252], [50.9093118140739,-1.98320173286044],

[50.9093033228565,-1.98306459287307], [50.9092947669949,-1.98296680246476],

[50.9092951893056,-1.98290824172525], [50.9092918176983,-1.98284343274694],

[50.9093314069039,-1.98276462547377], [50.9093601804681,-1.98270734722028],

[50.9093829524403,-1.98266201563778], [50.9094354328194,-1.98255754342746],

[50.909458038423,-1.9825125431585], [50.9094584302382,-1.98246821101611],

[50.9094461428672,-1.98240624977389], [50.9094042167655,-1.98224914145246],

[50.9093941453345,-1.98219539191661], [50.9094013345317,-1.982164098421],
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[50.9094076259832,-1.98214276141739], [50.909428532997,-1.98211715480821],

[50.9095035028232,-1.98202453115848], [50.9096380940926,-1.98186296187914],

[50.9098283684869,-1.98165975301637], [50.9100422288768,-1.98141797678263],

[50.9101747394951,-1.98126295739768], [50.9103698200245,-1.98104771026839],

[50.9104781041518,-1.98092285643399], [50.9106770546714,-1.98072054542518],

[50.9107952409052,-1.98060702351107], [50.9109839798331,-1.98043073034295],

[50.9111181103792,-1.98030231672741], [50.9112686188447,-1.98012715088189],

[50.9113738171726,-1.97999984733644], [50.9115006619086,-1.97983091537638],

[50.9116759923546,-1.97960438377677], [50.9118023044875,-1.97942697248268],

[50.9118982129182,-1.97929965574654], [50.9119465976934,-1.97923017943274],

[50.9119786457682,-1.97917480603568], [50.9120250497155,-1.97909157584868],

[50.9120621713001,-1.97899610284136], [50.9121112090325,-1.97883260560517],

[50.9121333017662,-1.97874888793605], [50.9121394841164,-1.97872440578497],

[50.9121479377294,-1.97870876846284], [50.9122121904307,-1.97864116297496],

[50.9123050095143,-1.97854078511526], [50.9124287699213,-1.97843303892441],

[50.9126266975624,-1.97826676875618], [50.9127459225786,-1.97819161062297],

[50.912798027674,-1.97840054463341], [50.9129175977382,-1.97888000916129],

[50.9130595319883,-1.97944916989628], [50.9131855505767,-1.9793945509274],

[50.9132701171674,-1.97936663877188], [50.9133603802765,-1.9793430681251],

[50.9133820411881,-1.97933327234072], [50.9133975037884,-1.97930879977427],

[50.9134137998528,-1.9792682249062], [50.9134430048809,-1.97915342183505],

[50.9134562428694,-1.97926265880576], [50.913443842688,-1.97931572096026],

[50.9134470277465,-1.97937729665345], [50.913466338816,-1.97947525970514],

[50.9135044204917,-1.97974590246832], [50.9135256495859,-1.97990355744023],

[50.9135519744384,-1.98004517529391], [50.9136078624511,-1.9803162170036],

[50.9136259991858,-1.98038677089536], [50.9136384013552,-1.9804350191163],

[50.9136494258885,-1.98047790533886], [50.9136687612598,-1.98052689326755],

[50.9136932553411,-1.98059115612057], [50.913734291949,-1.98070070421784],

[50.9137675568502,-1.98079671116767], [50.9138100049338,-1.98090543403354],

[50.9138521392559,-1.98101524112578], [50.9139005122731,-1.98114130448555],

[50.9139437025124,-1.98125386259842], [50.9139904910662,-1.9813758005524],

[50.9140399865117,-1.98151128226384], [50.9141390499328,-1.98176577735751],

[50.9142015167837,-1.98192132722093], [50.9142537663367,-1.98204150202347],

[50.9142700149112,-1.98207887377093], [50.9142859846132,-1.98211560269885],

[50.9142947134715,-1.98215713517568], [50.9143241355088,-1.9822703518184],

[50.9142745104693,-1.98235642905969], [50.9143203646426,-1.98231003982857],

[50.9144154224581,-1.9822283706833], [50.9144577553822,-1.98218939354258],

[50.9145138447053,-1.982137717073], [50.9145839736248,-1.98207304378031],

[50.914626261732,-1.98202944193115], [50.9146755131411,-1.98197747607833],

[50.9147153419266,-1.98192881242162], [50.9148147154691,-1.98180390406237],

[50.9148560152956,-1.9817374870566], [50.9148925530377,-1.98168471901316],
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[50.9149405099956,-1.98163085968424], [50.9149592569877,-1.98161733886812],

[50.9149811987857,-1.98162003305916], [50.9149855091138,-1.98158133995655],

[50.9149846879225,-1.98150509540185], [50.9149889979677,-1.98146483755885],

[50.9150064709111,-1.98140663565251], [50.9150206092252,-1.98136983053956],

[50.9150436488199,-1.98132000761736], [50.9150453653001,-1.98137036276195],

[50.9151150368378,-1.98127634904849], [50.9152682067253,-1.98105691383959],

[50.9153738745208,-1.98091859263057], [50.9154958326016,-1.9807739753295],

[50.915715503112,-1.98052913050102], [50.9158593759379,-1.98038955193039],

[50.9158218613167,-1.98029051849326], [50.9157956825432,-1.98022466747955],

[50.9157834784027,-1.98020494957325], [50.9157541277243,-1.98016442764986],

[50.9157070766364,-1.98014105577608], [50.9156023240413,-1.98008989552936],

[50.915505653039,-1.98006111648053], [50.9154224945411,-1.98004111004594],

[50.9152976627497,-1.98003734903715], [50.9151909070097,-1.98004718079862],

[50.9150250506115,-1.98006703320557], [50.9149820274149,-1.9800717355617],

[50.914943188217,-1.9800595299987], [50.9148938326582,-1.98003261195368],

[50.9148597809376,-1.97999346558857], [50.914819548544,-1.97993719531395],

[50.914783801561,-1.97987061029961], [50.9146972676394,-1.97965822965456],

[50.9146198745856,-1.97947469347145], [50.9145725273353,-1.97935740037582],

[50.9144898419515,-1.9791492190592], [50.914423910357,-1.97901961492288],

[50.9143211331065,-1.97882867127442], [50.9143040508961,-1.9787968585361],

[50.9142661371385,-1.97874605968991], [50.9142095254409,-1.9786698643034],

[50.9141276771587,-1.97856197690503], [50.9140809865276,-1.97850009300179],

[50.9139979721713,-1.97842883763622], [50.9138940058058,-1.97833935636738],

[50.913802346607,-1.97825138900017], [50.9137498321195,-1.97819800903736],

[50.9136983679564,-1.97812540159008], [50.9136718940244,-1.97808444902877],

[50.913609957453,-1.97798864390886], [50.9135554524485,-1.97790433168812],

[50.9135110169809,-1.97783408423117], [50.913467662776,-1.97777564259082],

[50.9134526402175,-1.97774748550011], [50.9134326766997,-1.9777450767721],

[50.9134219875751,-1.97780781103218], [50.9133928484999,-1.97778762621066],

[50.9133789033953,-1.97775079183054], [50.913353905794,-1.97775711919246],

[50.9133015730231,-1.97777216467481], [50.9132566154479,-1.97779494465402],

[50.9131882817066,-1.97783907193145], [50.913129192423,-1.97787048113921],

[50.9130732992067,-1.97789808379673], [50.9130462158256,-1.97791168200216],

[50.9129909757562,-1.97794577048326], [50.9128897748601,-1.97800452507376],

[50.9127486035382,-1.97810100181477], [50.9126578272781,-1.97816873914056],

[50.9125757229002,-1.97823473118353], [50.9124509977142,-1.9783273016551],

[50.9123730662532,-1.97840613832958], [50.9122709040404,-1.97849568930573],

[50.9122270047179,-1.97853331882898], [50.9121695818326,-1.97857634955159],

[50.9121069770197,-1.97862653145141], [50.9120389068095,-1.97868773919904],

[50.9120102630356,-1.97872065195907], [50.9120265504715,-1.97878320128607],

[50.9120280965011,-1.97882969848447], [50.9120188242508,-1.9788737540127],
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[50.9119986975787,-1.97891438641004], [50.9119631416383,-1.97896434227644],

[50.9118919826452,-1.97905247645616], [50.9117976224614,-1.97918711826796],

[50.9116826699353,-1.97932376698369], [50.9115526479765,-1.97947164126176],

[50.9114038795979,-1.97964663885441], [50.9113468900683,-1.97971262570545],

[50.9112083477438,-1.97992111265673], [50.9111355426176,-1.98003175209864],

[50.9110318966486,-1.9801394826178], [50.9109585071349,-1.98023053000921],

[50.9109158729743,-1.98027657523341], [50.9108338890004,-1.98038184927407],

[50.9106791834668,-1.98054100302191], [50.9106105666803,-1.98062039812913],

[50.9104688018615,-1.98078581759408], [50.910389910007,-1.98088618141366],

[50.9102544683371,-1.98104093778066], [50.9101911811221,-1.98110426405449],

[50.9101025898935,-1.9811938052344], [50.9099840177362,-1.98131577701648],

[50.9099304412371,-1.98137338525222], [50.909774709281,-1.98153307635812],

[50.909683624127,-1.9816283886567], [50.9096009333874,-1.98171858269945],

[50.909466349064,-1.98186547401636], [50.9094431446041,-1.98189729997712],

[50.9094214883161,-1.98193891080446], [50.9093797171815,-1.98198786835478],

[50.9093024055115,-1.98207879731497], [50.9092466611474,-1.98213428826214],

[50.9092124982482,-1.98218834866114], [50.9091900249881,-1.98223955999526],

[50.9091819333398,-1.98224951914322], [50.9091610737493,-1.98226773241682],

[50.9091275837557,-1.98228791317061], [50.9090872529181,-1.98231185131955],

[50.9090486109042,-1.98233619415251], [50.9090061492806,-1.98236294204855],

[50.9089441078352,-1.98240307385548], [50.908917673557,-1.98242541368832],

[50.9088691323801,-1.98247793562114], [50.9088127591058,-1.98253241313697],

[50.9087478224176,-1.98259951079216], [50.9087091749478,-1.98264228463848],

[50.9086732990604,-1.9826860672251], [50.908622949518,-1.98273942130704],

[50.9085672044825,-1.98279249277559], [50.908510662149,-1.98285420761161],

[50.9084465374174,-1.98292222857401], [50.9083877443109,-1.98298456543644],

[50.9083108468831,-1.98304109719656], [50.9082446005104,-1.98308858500312],

[50.9081523494049,-1.98316385602585], [50.9080636966072,-1.98324908135569],

[50.9079841244901,-1.98332320949923], [50.9079136356427,-1.98340458775447],

[50.9078835144714,-1.98342820785118], [50.907836128482,-1.98345581627124],

[50.9077726288567,-1.98348210896673], [50.9076251576157,-1.98354825391315],

[50.9075550430717,-1.9835738190386], [50.9075114320557,-1.98358848332555],

[50.9074759138258,-1.983600584738], [50.907446059124,-1.98360059505737],

[50.9074264422964,-1.9835879495141], [50.9073762425641,-1.98353768475511],

[50.9072401471213,-1.98338100933919], [50.9070251493806,-1.98312756249069],

[50.9069380884034,-1.98302433929452], [50.9068250034556,-1.9828966677626],

[50.9066873007014,-1.98274343132673], [50.9065554953992,-1.98260553087197],

[50.9064620517778,-1.98250649052425], [50.9063628923402,-1.98240022925852],

[50.9062577842738,-1.98228748395313], [50.9060622868311,-1.98207580034584],

[50.9060137037609,-1.98202286858841], [50.9059535443748,-1.98195551166733],

[50.9059256533463,-1.98192434333599], [50.9057943987984,-1.98181901558685],
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[50.9057112472129,-1.98174352176159], [50.9055478288579,-1.98158231108485],

[50.9053806116398,-1.98141375601257], [50.9052650645023,-1.98129126040431],

[50.9051451970432,-1.98115023897089], [50.9050640464566,-1.98105060229343],

[50.9050341861392,-1.98101562872154], [50.9049157340635,-1.98087658778497],

[50.9048491974047,-1.98080306713658], [50.9048005218073,-1.98075432782535],

[50.9047183202998,-1.98068609727368], [50.9045655778574,-1.98057318451511],

[50.9043472181999,-1.98040245770677], [50.9041998122904,-1.98028316336207],

[50.9041224967179,-1.98021347619525], [50.9040456891229,-1.98013813459501],

[50.9039764407874,-1.98006463031088], [50.903869591765,-1.97994935539958],

[50.903806851377,-1.97988277756236], [50.9037617494949,-1.97984244929336],

[50.9036437557751,-1.97976271788835], [50.9035597566349,-1.97970288211652],

[50.9035401493276,-1.97968013644619], [50.9035241379918,-1.97965170072941],

[50.9035260156869,-1.97958955284905], [50.9035735898697,-1.97929955122331],

[50.9036073003983,-1.97903844151217], [50.9036228743048,-1.97881135413719],

[50.9036353615334,-1.97856414766941], [50.9036331488066,-1.97839783163206],

[50.9036250627095,-1.97830375981919], [50.9036002173179,-1.97813120118671],

[50.9035441933602,-1.97785811408685], [50.9034441367464,-1.97782387490745],

[50.9033866816985,-1.97780955262687], [50.9032930553625,-1.97777445594645],

[50.9032503004223,-1.97774718554863], [50.9031129552554,-1.97766646686714],

[50.902983021189,-1.97758855808437], [50.9029195591829,-1.97755050689212],

[50.9028665309682,-1.97750267809869], [50.9028185543784,-1.97744396787488],

[50.9027659311271,-1.97735101566793], [50.9026833093415,-1.97720749671336],

[50.9025461377329,-1.97692535854296], [50.9023820666609,-1.9765804242449],

[50.9023007745614,-1.97641771176589], [50.9022303674631,-1.97627708228622],

[50.9021375025238,-1.9760960545436], [50.9018995183161,-1.97560501269381],

[50.9017659958041,-1.97533281526145], [50.901588406188,-1.97497490602744],

[50.9013839411636,-1.97454349608109], [50.9012174465319,-1.97418927268418],

[50.9009873806558,-1.97370852725184], [50.9008078074052,-1.97332938163585],

[50.9006143059551,-1.97292086755673], [50.9004988607258,-1.97268302696661],

[50.9001132350513,-1.9718441427986], [50.8999672266231,-1.97152657745241],

[50.8998789829871,-1.97133578163211], [50.8997999255875,-1.97115935749291],

[50.8996561119465,-1.97080473600696], [50.8995074203216,-1.97043805260982],

[50.8994392939685,-1.97025947726588], [50.8994083319756,-1.97018364709727],

[50.899378785376,-1.97015762891378], [50.8993166439852,-1.97014202626115],

[50.8993000059038,-1.97009808275244], [50.8992284424378,-1.96972063581094],

[50.8991298596668,-1.96909037531631], [50.8990135364396,-1.96824431073743],

[50.8989626460824,-1.96787417525044], [50.8989094462083,-1.96734807554311],

[50.8988841443993,-1.96690727667537], [50.8988803710693,-1.96628587042716],

[50.8989132514327,-1.96586365823835]

label.localisation:
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[50.8990187078288,-1.936056910313], [50.8990201251747,-1.93577094568973],

[50.8988377222171,-1.93576872131864], [50.8988394535478,-1.93605715478512],

[50.8990187078288,-1.936056910313]

label.overview: Heritage Category: Park and Garden

Grade: II*

List Entry Number: 1000723

Date first listed: 19-Dec-1986

Date of most recent amendment: 11-Feb-2013

Statutory Address 1: St. Giles House, Wimborne St. Giles, Wimborne, Dorset, BH21 5NA

Historique de la conservation

In the late C14 the manor of Wimbome St Giles passed by marriage from the Plecy family to Sir John Hamley.When Sir John

died in 1398,the property was inherited by his daughter by his second marriage,who was the wife of Robert Ashley.The estate

has remained the property of the Ashley and Ashley Cooper family ever since.In the late C16,the estate was inherited by Sir

Anthony Ashley,Clerk to the Privy Council,who is said to have introduced from Holland,and grown at St Giles,the cabbage

(CL, 1904).When Sir Anthony died in 1627 the estate passed to his only daughter who was married to Sir John Cooper of

Rockbourne,Hampshire,and was mother to Sir Anthony Ashley Cooper.He was an ambitious politician who served first the

Crown,and later Parliament during the Civil War,and who was created Lord Chancellor and Earl of Shaftesbury in 1672.The

first Earl died in exile in 1682 after being involved in a plot to remove James II.The Earl's grandson,also Anthony Ashley

Cooper,who succeeded as third Earl in 1699,suffered from inherited asthma and spent much time at St Giles,where,having been

tutored by John Locke(1632-1704),he wrote a series of philosophical tracts which were published as Characteristicks of Men,

Manners, Opinions, Times(1711).In The Moralists(1709)the third Earl set out an aesthetic philosophy which influenced the

move towards a more natural style of garden design in the C18.The third Earl died at Naples in 1713,and was succeeded by

his son who began a campaign of improvements at St Giles.The parish church was rebuilt in 1732 (CL,1943),and in 1740-4

Henry Flitcroft(1679-1769)was commissioned to make extensive alterations to the mid C17 house built by the first Earl.At

the same time,the fourth Earl made significant alterations to the first Earl's gardens.Bishop Pococke,visiting in 1754,noted a

serpentine 'river' with an island on which stood a castle,a castellated gateway,Chinese bridge,a stone bridge,a circular pavilion

dedicated to Shakespeare,and other features(Oswald,1959).A grotto,decorated by 'Mr Castles of Mary le bone' was constructed

in 1751-3, in part using exotic Jamaican shells given to the Earl by his neighbour, Alderman Beckford of Fonthill, Wiltshire

(qv) (Mowl, 2003). Lady Shaftesbury was a friend of the composer G F Handel (1685-1759) who was frequently entertained

at St Giles (CL, 1915; Mowl, 2003).

The fourth Earl died in 1771, and was succeeded by his son. The fifth Earl left no son, and in 1811 the estate passed to his

younger brother. The seventh Earl (1801-85) was the noted C19 social reformer and philanthropist who chaired the Lunacy

Commission from 1834, and piloted the Lunacy Act (1845), and the Factory Acts (1847, 1850, 1859) through Parliament. The

Coal Mines Act (1842) prohibited the employment of women and children under 13 in the mines. The Earl commissioned P

C Hardwick to make alterations to St Giles in 1854. The estate continued in the possession of successive Earls of Shaftesbury

throughout the C19 and C20. In the early C20, a formal sunken garden was created east of the house, while the kitchen garden

was converted into an ornamental flower and fruit garden. The house was reduced in size in the late C20 and was in 2004

unoccupied.

Details
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LOCATION,AREA,BOUNDARIES,LANDFORM,SETTING St Giles House is situated on Cranborne Chase,c.2km south-

west of Cranborne,and c.11km north of Wimborne Minster.The c.230ha site comprises some 30ha of gardens and pleasure

grounds,and c.200ha of parkland,plantations and ornamental drives.The site is bounded to the east and south-east by the B3078

road which leads north from Wimborne Minster to Cranborne,while to the north the boundary is formed by a minor road leading

west from the B3078 road to the village of Wirnborne St Giles,which adjoins the site to the north-west.To the west and south-

west the site adjoins agricultural land.A circuit of carriage drives to the north-west of the house and park extends c.2.5km

north-west to Ackling Dyke,a Roman road leading north-east from Badbury Rings to Old Sarum;the area of agricultural land

enclosed within the circuit of drives is not included in the registered site.The registered site contains a number of scheduled

and unscheduled barrows and a camp that abuts the east boundary.The Round House or Philosopher's Tower to the east of the

B3078 road is included in the registered site as an outlying structure.The park and pleasure grounds occupy generally level

ground.To the west the site falls gently to the River Allen,which flows from north-west to south-west through the pleasure

grounds;the ground rises to the south-west beyond the river.The extended carriage drives follow a ridge of high ground,affording

extensive views across the surrounding undulating chalk downland which is rich in tumuli and other prehistoric remains.From

the pleasure grounds and park the ruins of Knowlton Church and a group of tumuli planted with yews(outside the area here

registered)serves as an eye-catcher,while land to the east of the B3078 road(with the exception of the Round House,outside the

registered site)formed a C16 or earlier deer park.

ENTRANCES AND APPROACHES The principal entrance to St Giles House is from the village of Wimborne St Giles to

the north-west.A minor road extends along the eastern side of the village green,passing immediately west of the early C17

almshouses built by Sir Anthony Ashley,and the parish church of St Giles which was rebuilt by the fourth Earl of Shaftesbury

in 1732.The road leads to an entrance marked by an early or mid C19 single-storey red brick lodge in cottage ornee style which

adjoins a pair of wrought-iron carriage gates supported by brick and stone piers.Beyond the entrance a tarmac drive extends

c.100m south through an area of evergreen shrubbery and trees to reach a pair of late C18 or early C19 single-storey stone and

stucco lodges (derelict 2002) which flank a pair of stone piers supporting wrought-iron carriage gates.The drive continues south-

south-west beyond the lodges,entering the pleasure grounds north of the house and after c.200m turning sharply east to reach a

circular carriage turn below the north facade of the house.Further entrances are situated to the south,south-east,east,north-east

and north sides of the park.The north entrance,immediately north-east of the kitchen garden,is marked by a late C18 or early C19

single-storey octagonal lodge.The north-east or Cranborne Lodge,the south-east lodge and south or Wimborne Lodge are also of

late C18 or early C19 construction,and are marked on the Tithe map(1839).The east entrance is marked by an early or mid C19

cottage-ornee style lodge of predominantly brick construction.Drives lead from Wimborne Lodge,the south-east lodge,and the

north lodge through the park,while a drive extending north-east and east from the carriage turn passes to the south of the early

C17 riding house,stables and barns(all listed Grade II*)which are arranged around a courtyard c.150m north-east of the house.

PRINCIPAL BUILDING St Giles House(listed Grade I)stands on a level site towards the western boundary of the

park.Constructed in brick with ashlar dressings under hipped slate and lead roofs,the house comprises two storeys and an attic

lit by dormer windows.The north entrance façade has a central stone doorcase with a round-headed doorway surmounted by

a pediment supported on rusticated Tuscan columns.The parapet is castellated,while the windows are articulated by ashlar

architraves.The east façade,facing towards the early C20 sunken garden and the park,has rusticated quoins and a further

centrally-placed door case,in this instance surmounted by a broken scrolled pediment.The plain parapet is surmounted by a

series of ball finials.The south façade,facing down towards the pleasure grounds is of similar design to the east façade.A service

wing projects at the south-west corner of the house.The house was originally constructed in 1651 by Sir Anthony Ashley,later

fifth Earl of Shaftesbury,who may have employed John Webb on the interiors(listed building description).The mid C17 house

was extensively altered for the fourth Earl in 1740-4 by Henry Flintcroft,while further extensions and alterations were made in

the late C18,perhaps by Sir John Soane,and again in 1813-20 by Thomas Cundy. Further alterations were made for the seventh

Earl by P C Hardwick in 1854.The C18 work included the addition of the castellated parapets,while the early C19 improvements

included the roofing-over the C17 central courtyard.Service quarters built in the early and mid C19 to the north-west of the

original house were demolished in the 1970s.
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GARDENS AND PLEASURE GROUNDS A small formal garden is situated to the east of the house,while the informal

pleasure grounds around the lake extend to the south of the house.A stone flagged terrace extends below the east façade of the

house,overlooking an approximately square sunken garden,the sides of which are retained by low brick walls.A flight of stone

steps descends from the east terrace to the sunken garden,the central point of which is marked by a circular,stone-kerbed pool.A

grass walk extends east along the central axis of the eastern side of the garden,which affords views across the park,from which

it is separated by a ha-ha.The sunken garden,which is no longer cultivated(2002),was laid out c 1900,and is illustrated in early

C20 photographs published by Country Life(CL, 1904,J 915).To the north,the garden is adjoined by an area of level lawn which

is bounded by the drive leading from the carriage turn to the stables north-east of the house.An early C20 wrought-iron gate and

overthrow stands isolated on the northern edge of this lawn.A further area of level lawn extends to the south of the sunken garden

to the Long Walk.The east terrace returns below the north or entrance facade of the house.A concrete ramp,replacing earlier

steps,ascends from the gravelled carriage turn below the terrace.An area of grass extends to the north of the carriage turn,while

c.100m north of the house,a C19 avenue of limes leads to the parish church.The tower of the church serves as an eye-catcher

from the north terrace.Further areas of lawn extend to the west of the carriage turn, dropping gently to the River Allen.A further

terrace extends below the south facade of the house.Steps descend to a lower terrace,and then to an approximately square area

of level grass.Early C20 photographs show this area to have been laid out as a formal flower garden(CL,1904,1915),while one

version of an engraving published in 1750 shows a series of formal glacis or terraces below the south facade of the house(private

collection).To the south of the lawn,a broad,level grass terrace,the Long Walk extends c400m from east to west.Lawns,planted

with specimen trees extend to the south of the Long Walk,and are bounded to the south-west by the lake,and to the south by a

sinuous canal which extends c.300m east from the body of the lake.The western end of the canal is crossed by a stone bridge with

balustraded parapets.Although altered in the C20 (CL, 1904),this bridge is probably of mid C18 origin,and may be the stone

bridge noted by Bishop Pococke in 1754 (Oswald,1959).At the eastern end of the canal,an area of shrubbery and specimen trees

contains the mid C18 grotto (listed Grade II*),a free-standing rustic stone structure which contains three compartments.The

central compartment is decorated,with exotic shells,fossils and minerals,and leads to a small eastern chamber with a tiled floor

and fireplace.The two outer compartments are decorated with flints.Although repaired in 1959 and re-roofed in the late C20,the

grotto is now(2002)overgrown with ivy and in a state of dereliction.The building was constructed for the fourth Earl in 1751-3

at a reputed cost of £3,000(DRO:Ph 843) by 'Mr Castles of Marylebone' (Oswald,1959),who perhaps decorated a structure

by Joseph Lane (1717-1784) with the shells supplied by Alderman Beckford (Mowl,2003).To the east of the grotto,an area

of evergreen shrubbery and trees projects c.270m into the park.Within this area a declivity contains a further grotto which is

entered through a rusticated stone arch.These features are not shown on an estate plan of 1788 (Mowl,2003),and may have

been added to the pleasure grounds in the late C18 or early C19.The southern side of this plantation is separated from the

park by a ha-ha,which extends c.270m south-south-west into the park.The 1788 estate survey indicates that this ditch formed

the eastern boundary of an approximately triangular-shaped plantation or wilderness,the southern tip of which corresponded

to the tumulus which survives c.430m south-east of the house. The tumulus appears to have been surmounted by the mid

C18 'round pavilion' dedicated to the memory of Shakespeare which was noted by Bishop Pococke in 1754 (Oswald,1959;

Mowl, 2003).The wilderness,which is shown on a survey of 1794 (DRO:Ph 430),was removed in the early C19,and is not

recorded on the Tithe map(1839).The artificial lake to the south-west of the house extends c.540m from north to south-south-

west,and has an approximately circular island at its northern end.The island does not retain the ruined castle shown in the 1750

engravings;the Chinese bridge which formerly provided access to the island (engraving,1750),also does not survive.The lake

is narrow and sinuous,and was described by C18 visitors as a serpentine river;its present form corresponds to that shown on

the Tithe map(1839),and on the 1794 and 1788 estate surveys.The east and west banks of the lake are planted with trees and

evergreen shrubbery,while a further area of C19 mixed woodland,the Pinetum,extends south-east of the lake.From the stone

bridge at the western end of the canal,a straight gravel walk leads c.500m south-south-west to join the carriage drive encircling

the eastern side of the park at the south-west corner of the Pinetum.This walk corresponds to eastern boundary of the mid

C18 pleasure grounds as recorded on the 1788 estate survey(Mowl,2003).Mixed woodland to the west of this walk,and to

the south-east of the lake,corresponds to a regular plantation shown on the 1788 survey.A walk continues round the southern
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end of the lake,passing the outflow into River Allen which is treated as a cascade,and returns along the western bank of the

lake.Some 160m south-west of the house,the walk passes the mid C18 castellated gateway (listed Grade II).Constructed in

1748 by a mason called Marrett,perhaps to the design of Henry Flintcroft,whose gateway at Redlynch Park,Somerset (qv) this

structure recalls,the ‘Great Arch’ comprises a pair of circular turrets with a banded rustication linked by a rusticated stone

arch.Now (2002) heavily overgrown with ivy,the Great Arch formerly framed a vista to a circular structure standing against a

small plantation on high ground c.430m,north-west (estate survey 1788;Tithe map,1839).The site of this structure corresponds

approximately to the late C20 dairy unit. The lake and island,the canal,grotto,east lakeside walk,cascade and the Great Arch

survived from the fourth Earl’s mid C18 rococo pleasure grounds,and correspond to the features described by Bishop Pococke

in 1754,and by Dr Evans,Archdeacon of Worcester,who described the garden in August 1755:‘The Gardens are extremely

elegant with a good River meandering thro’ the midst of them:Temples not expensive but light & easy:and a most beautiful

Grotto of the finest shells,which is said to have cost near £3,000’(DRO:Ph 843).The surviving features can be identified on the

1788 estate survey.The rococo gardens were altered and simplified in the early C19 (Tithe map,1839),and new areas,including

the Pinetum,were formed in the mid and late C19 (OS,1886).

THE PARK The park lies to the east of the house,and today(2002)remains pasture with scattered trees and clumps.The park is

enclosed to the south and east by a belt of mixed woodland,Drive Plantation,through which a carriage drive passes.This drive

extends north beyond Cranborne Lodge,and west beyond the River Allen,of mixed plantation which extends c.10km outside

the park.The drives and rides follow a ridge of high ground above the head-waters of the River Allen,and afford wide views

across the surrounding landscape to a series of church towers and to various tumuli and other prehistoric earthworks.The drive

makes use of the Roman road,Ackling Dyke c.3km north-west of the house(a scheduled monument).The circuit of carriage

drives and rides appears to have been developed in the early C19:it is not shown on the 1788 and 1794 estate surveys,but is

recorded in its present form on the OS Surveyor’s Drawing(1807-08).The park to the east of the house is dominated by a double

beech which extends on axis with the east façade of the house from the boundary of the formal gardens to the B3078 road

which forms the eastern boundary of the site.The western half of the avenue has been replanted in the late C20,while more

mature trees survive in the eastern half.The avenue is shown on the 1788 estate survey,and is said to have replaced an avenue

of walnuts planted by the first Earl in the mid C17 (CL,1915).By the late C18 the avenue,recorded as a single line of trees on

each side,had been thinned,and a clump of trees had been formed in it c.400m east of the house.This arrangement is also shown

on the Tithe map (1839),but the avenue had been restored by the late C19 when a drive had been constructed passing through it

to the B3078 road at Avenue Lodge (OS,1886).The park contains several tumuli and other earthwork features,while the clump

c.290m north-east of the house shelters a group of late C19 dog’s headstones.An area of level ground to the east of the kitchen

garden and c.400,north-east of the house has been laid out in the mid or late C20 as a cricket pitch with timber pavilion.The

park is of uncertain origin.A deer park existed to the east of the B3078 road by the early C16 (Shirley, 1867). It is probable that

the present park was formed by the first Earl when he constructed the house in the mid C17,although whether it replaced the

earlier park is unclear.The park was enhanced by the fourth Earl in the mid and late C18 and early C19.

KITCHEN GARDEN The kitchen garden is situated c.160m north-east of the house and immediately east of the stables and

riding house.Approximately rectangular on plan,the garden is enclosed by brick walls 3m high.The interior of the walled

enclosure is divided into four unequal areas by further,similar brick walls.The garden is no longer in cultivation(2002),but

is laid to grass.Some standard fruit trees survive in the north-eastern compartment,the north-east corner of which is marked

by a two-storey octagonal pavilion with a pyramidal roof,which may have served as a tool and dovecote.The 1788 estate

survey shows the kitchen garden in its present location,and with the same internal division.The survey indicates that each

compartment was divided into planting beds by paths.A similar arrangement is recorded on the Tithe map(1839),and on the

late C19 OS(OS,1886).The garden was re-planted as a flower and fruit garden in 1909(Oswald,1959). It is uncertain when

the garden was constructed,but it is possible that it is contemporary with the first Earl’s C17 riding house which adjoins it to

the south-west.

OTHER LAND To the east of the B3078 road,c.1.5km east-south-east of the house,the Round House or Philosopher's Tower

is included in the registered site as an outlying structure.The building is square on plan,and comprises a single storey raised on
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a basement.Constructed in brick with a carved stone panel of the third Earl's arms,the building has a domed tiled roof with a

ball finial,and is lit by tall sash windows.A pair of chimneys serve fireplaces.The building was constructed c.1700 for the third

Earl,who is said to have written many of his philosophical treatises here.It stands in the C16 deer park,which was presumably

then still emparked,and may have been intended as a gazebo,or have replaced an earlier stand within the park.

Summary

Parkland and pleasure grounds developed between the late C17 and C19, retaining significant mid C18 landscape structures.

Legal

This garden or other land is registered under the Historic Buildings and Ancient Monuments Act 1953 within the Register of

Historic Parks and Gardens by Historic England for its special historic interest.

Reasons for Designation

St Giles House is included on the Register of Parks and Gardens of Special Historic Interest at Grade II* for the following

principal reasons:

EARLY AND REPRESENTATIVE EXAMPLE: it is a particularly important multi-phased designed landscape, incorporating

pleasure grounds and parkland first developed in the late C17 and throughout the C18 and C19,for a very important country

house of exceptional interest.

HISTORIC ASSOCIATION: it has strong and long standing historic associations with one of the most important and influential

aristocratic families in England.

GROUP VALUE: it forms the essential setting to a Grade I listed mansion and has additional strong group value with significant

mid C18 landscape structures situated within it.
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